The Gigamon GigaSECURE® Security Delivery Platform is the essential element in your organization’s security strategy. The Gigamon Foundation course is the first building block in learning how to implement and configure the GigaSECURE platform in your enterprise.

Through comprehensive discussions, real-world use cases and practical hands-on labs, this course covers the foundational skills needed by security and network teams to understand how to initially configure Gigamon products and GigaSMART® features. The course will help you accelerate deployment and the expected ROI for security solutions that incorporate the GigaSECURE Security Delivery Platform.

This program will appeal to:
• Security, networking and cloud architects, administrators and operations staff who are Gigamon customers but new to Gigamon products
• Gigamon partners who focus on security and networking and who are using Gigamon products for the first time

Prerequisites for the Course
This is a foundational course, so you don’t need to know anything specific about any Gigamon products to participate. However, before beginning you should understand:
• Data security protection and prevention fundamentals
• Fundamentals of route switch technologies

Course Delivery
This two-day course is delivered through a variety of methods, including:
• Instructor Led Training (ILT)
• Instructor Led Online (ILO)

This course is scheduled regularly by our Authorized Training Partners (ATPs) as publicly scheduled classes.

Alternatively, you can purchase a private ILT class. When purchasing a private ILT class, the instructor’s travel and expenses are included in the price of the class. You are responsible for providing the training venue for any private class delivery.
Course Modules
This course includes approximately 15 hours of instruction time, hands-on labs and several discrete and sequential modules that walk you through the materials covered:
1. Gigamon Solution Overview
2. Deployment, Planning and Installation of Gigamon Solution Components
3. Understanding Traffic Sources
4. Preparing for a Gigamon Solution Deployment
5. Gigamon Solution Installation and Initial Configuration
6. Configuring Clustering
7. The Principles of Flow Mapping
8. GigaSMART Overview

Course Goals
After completing this course, you will understand:
• The different Gigamon product layers and how they function as part of a security solution
• How to plan for, and ultimately deploy, Gigamon products into your data center
• Different sources of traffic and how they impact your overall security solution
• How to install a new Gigamon GigaVUE® HC Series appliance into your network for the purpose of security monitoring
• How to create flow maps to help ensure that the right traffic gets to the right tool at the right time
• How to use GigaSMART features to improve your organization's security posture

Course Fees
The course fee is $1,995 for any publicly scheduled event with either an ILT or ILO delivery method and includes 15 hours of instruction, course materials and hands-on labs. Private classes can also be purchased; please speak to your Gigamon Sales Account Manager for further information.

For More Information or Questions
If you have additional questions, please contact your Gigamon Sales Account Manager. Channel Partners please contact your Channel Account Manager or email EdServices@gigamon.com.